### Contents

#### Grammar

1. **International**
   - be: affirmative and negative
   - Subject pronouns and possessive adjectives
   - be: questions
   - Question words

2. **In town**
   - there is / there are: some and any
   - there is / there are: questions and short answers
   - have got

3. **School time**
   - Present simple: affirmative and negative
   - Object pronouns
   - Present simple: questions and short answers

4. **Friends and family**
   - Word order in questions
   - Adverbs of frequency
   - like, love, hate + -ing form
   - Possessive 's

5. **On holiday**
   - Present continuous
   - Present continuous and present simple
   - Demonstrative pronouns
   - Present continuous for future use

6. **Staying alive**
   - Countable and uncountable nouns
   - Expressions of quantity
   - Imperatives
   - can

7. **Life stories**
   - was / were
   - there was / there were
   - Past simple regular verbs: affirmative and negative
   - Time expressions and ago

8. **Heroes**
   - Past simple: regular and irregular verbs
   - Past simple: questions

9. **Animal world**
   - must
   - Comparative adjectives
   - Questions with how

10. **In fashion**
    - be going to: affirmative and negative
    - be going to: questions
    - Time expressions: revision

#### Vocabulary

- Countries, nationalities and languages
- Basic adjectives
- Places
- Prepositions of place
- Shops and shopping
- School subjects
- Telling the time: at … o’clock
- Verbs: studying
- Families
- Time expressions
- Routines
- Verbs: holiday activities
- The weather
- Food and drink
- something / anything
- Verbs: survival
- Months and seasons
- Ordinal numbers: saying dates
- Famous people
- Films and books
- Irregular verbs
- Skills focus: Remembering vocabulary
- Animals
- Adjectives
- Clothes
- A fashion show
### Speaking and Pronunciation
- Asking for and giving personal information
- Syllables
- Talking about possessions
- Linking
- Talking about habits
- Third person -s: /s/, /z/, /ɪz/
- Describing routines
- Expressing likes and dislikes
- Sentence stress
- Talking about ability
- can: /æ/, /a/ and /ə:/
- Talking about dates
- Past simple: -ed endings
- Describing book and film preferences
- Word stress
- Describing animals
- Making comparisons
- must: /mʌst/ and /mʌst/
- Describing clothes
- Talking about future plans
- Skills focus: Reacting to ideas
- Intonation in questions

### Reading and Listening
- International friends
- World music
- Skills focus: Listening for key words
- Welcome to Hollywood
- At the shops
- I love London competition
- Skills focus: Using the Wordlist
- Back to school
- Schools with a difference
- King’s Manor Secondary School
- Skills focus: Guessing meaning
- Twinsburg twins festival
- The Cybersmith family
- A good friend
- Skills focus: Listening for topics
- Video diary
- Around Britain
- Day trips
- Skills focus: Numbers
- Food for life
- Lost!
- Desert island
- Skills focus: Paragraphs
- Mystery year
- A hundred years old
- Star stories
- Skills focus: Word families
- The comic story
- Doctor Nasty
- Spider quiz
- Working with animals
- Dino World
- Exotic pets
- Skills focus: False friends
- Holiday style
- School fashion show
- Magazine project

### Writing
- An email
- Language point: Using adjectives
- Creative writing
- Language point: because
- A description of a person
- Language point: and and but
- An email about a holiday
- Language point: so
- A letter from a desert island
- Language point: too and not … either
- A biography of a famous person
- Language point: Time connectors
- A book or film review
- Language point: Checking past tense forms
- A fact-file
- Language point: also
- A magazine interview
- Language point: Checking for errors

### Practical English Song / Culture
- A form
- Giving personal information
- The alphabet
- Avril Lavigne: How does it feel?
- The big city
- Maps
- Asking for and giving directions
- Home life and money
- Dates to remember
- Asking for permission
- What’s on?
- Talking about future plans
- Hilary Duff: A day in the sun
- Festivals
- A menu
- Ordering food
- Special offers
- Making suggestions
- McFly: Met this girl
- Blockbusters
- Reviews
- Talking about the past
- Signs and symbols
- Agreeing and disagreeing
- Scorpions: White Dove
- Clothes and traditions
- A shop website
- Shopping for clothes